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Verify your building’s systems are
working for you, not against you.
Get the most from your building—
at every stage of development—
with consultation from a dedicated,
experienced advocate who provides
commissioning for:
➤ HEALTH CARE
➤ HIGHER EDUCATION
➤ P-12 EDUCATION
➤ INDUSTRIAL
➤ MANUFACTURING
➤ COMMERCIAL
➤ OFFICE BUILDINGS
➤ RETAIL

Expertise counts when
providing commissioning
services that can deliver
efficiency and cost savings.
Erdman Anthony’s credentials

Rely on our experience providing customized quality
assurance processes that verify the critical systems
in your building operate properly and as intended.

demonstrate expertise in

Design-phase commissioning services

optimizing the sophisticated

What can a commissioning engineer do to keep costs low
in the design phase?

building systems that
drive greater efficiency,
performance, and occupant
comfort and productivity.

Erdman Anthony can help you create better design and bid packages,
identify errors early to limit redesign work, and reduce RFIs and
change orders—all to keep costs and delays under control.

Construction-phase commissioning services
What are the benefits of investing in commissioning
during construction?
We are your extra sets of eyes and ears during regular site visits,
and we can provide an owner’s perspective regarding potential
operations and maintenance (O&M) issues and documented
verifications and assessments to help confirm the project is
meeting the original design requirements.

Acceptance-phase commissioning services
Do your building systems actually operate as designed?
Erdman Anthony’s services test systems, help deliver design
performance and reliability, and reduce overall building
maintenance and troubleshooting costs while increasing client
and occupant satisfaction.

Post-construction-phase commissioning services
How can your commissioning engineer help you meet your
goals once your building is complete?
Erdman Anthony works to resolve all open issues identified through
commissioning, and checks in with the project team for issues that
have arisen before contractor warranties have expired. We utilize
monitoring-based commissioning to verify system performance
over long-term operation in order to identify issues not apparent
from initial testing.

New, existing-building, and ongoing
commissioning services
How can commissioning impact the lifetime use
of your building?
Erdman Anthony’s dedicated commissioning professionals
help you make energy decisions that will:
•
•
•
•

Enhance energy savings and efficiency
Lower life-cycle costs
Improve O&M efforts
Improve occupant comfort and productivity

NYSERDA’s FlexTech Program
Have you considered an energy study of your
existing building?
As a contracted consultant for NYSERDA’s FlexTech Program,
Erdman Anthony can help organizations in New York state
access a wide range of flexible, cost-shared evaluations,
including retrocommissioning services, so you have the
information you need to make informed energy decisions.

How does our commissioning
expertise help build communities?

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK:
The Gearan Center for the Performing Arts at
Hobart and William Smith Colleges in Geneva, NY,
is a 62,500-square-foot building with three theater
spaces, studio and rehearsal spaces, a scene shop,
classrooms, and offices. The commissioned
systems included HVAC, lighting, and direct digital
controls. Our firm offered feedback and guidance
on several design options under consideration,
providing essential information that helped shape
the facility’s final design. The colleges gained
financial incentives from NYSERDA’s New
Construction Program, and the building
earned a LEED Gold® rating from the U.S.
Green Building Council®.

10% ARE ENERGY RELATED
IT’S A FACT
15% ARE OCCUPANT
For a typical new
building project,
commissioning identifies
an average of 45 issues
of noncompliance.*

RELATED

40% ARE

O&M RELATED

5

% ARE RELATED
TO EQUIPMENT LIFE

30% ARE OTHER ISSUES
*Noncompliant with contract documents or owner’s requirements.
Source: Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

To read more about this project, visit
www.erdmananthony.com/HobartandWilliamSmith.

Commissioning: Build on Our Experience
105

Buildings
Commissioned
since 2010

8.1

Million
Square Feet

OF THESE PRO
PROJECTS
OJ TSS:

34%

achieved or are
pursuing LEED®

35%

received energyrelated financial
incentives

Get proven commissioning experience from
Erdman Anthony.

SustainabiliTEAM™, Erdman Anthony’s approach
to sustainable design and building operation,
combines the efforts of our engineers, energy
analysts, and commissioning professionals.
Our facilities engineering and design group
specializes in:
➤
➤
➤
➤

Building Systems Engineering
Infrastructure Engineering
Energy Consulting
Commissioning

Erdman Anthony
has been named a
“Top 500 Design Firm”
by Engineering News-Record
for over 30 consecutive years.
Our quality
management system
is certified to the
ISO 9001:2015 standard.

MEMBER OF:

Find out more at www.erdmananthony.com/Commissioning.
Or contact our experienced commissioning leader:
Michael St. John, PE, CEM, LEED AP
Vice President, Core Business Leader
(585) 427-8888, ext. 1054
StJohnM@erdmananthony.com
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